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Abstract: We construct new asymptotically AdS4 solutions dual to 2+1 CFTs at
finite density and zero temperature by combining the ingredients of the electron star
and the holographic superconductor. The solutions, which we call compact electron
stars, contain both a fermionic fluid and charged scalar hair in the bulk. We show
that the new solutions are thermodynamically favoured in the region of parameter
space where they exist. Along the boundary of this region, we find evidence for a con-
tinuous phase transition between the holographic superconductor and the compact
star solution.
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1. Introduction
In the last years, the holographic approach has been fruitfully used to construct new
examples of ground states of interacting systems at finite density, reaching beyond
the validity of the traditional tools.
The conventional field theoretic methods, that are reliable at weak coupling,
have been remarkably successful in accounting for the properties of many classes of
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fermionic systems. The properties of the ground state are characterized in terms of
the symmetry breaking pattern. If no symmetry is broken, the only ground state
is the Fermi liquid, which is adiabatically connected to the ground state of free
fermions. Landau’s theory of normal Fermi liquids is sufficient to describe the prop-
erties of most metals. With a broken (global/gauge) U(1) charge the system is a
superfluid/superconductor respectively and the BCS theory gives an adequate de-
scription. Other symmetries may also be broken (e.g. translational and rotational
invariance) possibly also in combination with the internal symmetries and this ac-
counts for the large variety of materials that we observe in the world.
However there are many other systems that do not fall into this classification
and for which the weak coupling techniques are insufficient (Quantum Hall effect,
high-Tc superconductors, heavy fermions materials, etc.). The non-triviality of the
ground state may be encoded in subtler properties that are not revealed simply by
the expectation value of local operators (entanglement, topological order). In this
context, the holographic method is proving to be very valuable in opening a new
window on these fascinating questions and offering constructible and solvable exam-
ples of non-trivial ground states [1–3]. A particularly important question that can
be addressed is the existence of other vacua with unbroken symmetries that are not
connected to the Fermi liquid. There are several reasons to think that these should
exist; an experimental one comes from the phase diagram of cuprate superconduc-
tors. Outside the region of superconductivity, there are two metallic phases, at large
doping and small doping, where the system has a Fermi surface that has been ob-
served with photoemission experiments; it was found that the Fermi surface has a
different volume on the two sides, suggesting that a dramatic change has happened
in passing close to the critical point. The Luttinger theorem that relates the volume
of the Fermi surface to the total charge must be violated in one of the two phases,
so that only a fraction of the charge carriers contributes to the Fermi surface. One
explanation is that the charge degrees of freedom have become “fractionalized”, a
process that may be thought as the inverse of confinement: the fundamental parti-
cles, i.e. the electrons, effectively break down and are replaced by quasiparticles that
carry only a fraction of the charge.
Quite remarkably, this is precisely what is observed also in holographic models. In
the holographic setup, the simplest ground state at finite density is dual to the AdS-
RN extremal black hole. The charge of the black hole is the same as the charge density
at the boundary, but it is completely inaccessible to gauge invariant observables
and does not create a Fermi surface, so one may think that this system is totally
fractionalized. It was found however in [4] that this vacuum is actually unstable to
the creation of matter in the bulk of the spacetime, generating the “electron star”
solution [5]. In this system, the charge is sourced by matter fields in the bulk that
are dual to gauge-invariant operators, and they exhibit a Fermi surface. Turning
on relevant deformations it is possible to find other phases that are only partially
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fractionalized, so that the charge is partly hidden behind the horizon and partly
visible in the bulk fermions, with a phase transition that can be continuous or first
order depending on the parameters [6] (see also [7] for an alternative route).
The spontaneous breaking of an internal U(1) symmetry can also be modeled
in holography using a different instability of charged black hole, with respect to
forming a “scalar hair”. The reason for the instability is that via the coupling to
the gauge field, the scalar acquires an effective mass that in the near-horizon region
goes below the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound. The endpoint of the instability is
the geometry found in [8–12] that has been named “holographic superconductor”.
Strictly speaking it is an abuse of language since in the boundary theory the broken
U(1) is not gauged, but one can imagine gauging it and computing the effects in
perturbation theory in the gauge coupling; indeed one finds that the system behaves
as a superconductor, with zero dc resistivity and a gap in the spectral function of the
current at low frequency. The charged scalar field in the bulk is dual to an operator
of the field theory whose condensation breaks the U(1) and should be thought of as
the strong-coupling analogue of a Cooper pair.
There are then two unrelated instabilities from which a charged black hole can
suffer; it is natural to ask if there can be a competition between the two. If both
fermionic matter and charged scalars are present in the model, one can distribute
the charge between the two and have a richer family of solutions with an interesting
phase diagram. This is the problem we set up to investigate in the present paper. It
is an instance of an ubiquitous phenomenon in interacting systems in which the struc-
ture of a phase diagram is determined by the competition between several possible
instabilities, each coming typically with a different symmetry pattern.
In the electron star geometry, the presence of charged matter in the bulk is re-
sponsible for a screening of the electric field, the photon becomes effectively massive
and the IR geometry close to the horizon becomes a Lifshitz solution, with a dynam-
ical scaling exponent that depends on the parameters of the model. This infrared
part of the geometry represents a sector of low-energy excitations that are critical and
interact with the charged matter. As a Lifshitz spacetime is singular, at present it is
still unclear whether this can be considered as the true ground state of the system.
As in [5], we will work in the analog of the Thomas-Fermi approximation in
which the fermions in the bulk can be described as a classical charged ideal fluid.
The approximation is valid when the fermions are at high enough density, and their
Compton wavelength is smaller than the characteristic scale of the geometry. On
the boundary side, this means that instead of a single Fermi surface, there is a
large number of them, closely spaced, so that effectively one sees a continuum of
zero-energy excitations [13, 14]. This generates some unphysical features that can
be resolved by considering the quantization of the bulk fermions [15–17], but the
problem becomes technically much more challenging.
Phases where a Fermi surface coexists with a superfluid have been considered
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in [18] in field theories that are relevant for condensed matter systems and for gauge-
gravity duality. In the holographic approach, a closely related system to the one
we study here was considered by [19], with the difference that they have a neutral
scalar in the bulk, so the phase transition is not to a superconductor but to antifer-
romagnetic or nematic phases, or other transitions characterized by a neutral order
parameter. Another related work [7] considers also a competition between fractional-
ization and superconductivity, but with a bulk system consisting of a charged scalar
and a neutral one (a dilaton). So in both cases, there is only one field that can carry
the charge away from the horizon and the possibility that we have in mind cannot
be realized.
Our main results is that we found novel solutions in which a condensate for the
scalar field coexists with an electron star (we call it a“compact electron star,”because
the fermionic fluid does not extend all the way down to the horizon); we find that
this solution, when it exists, has lower free energy than the solutions where only the
condensate or only the fluid are present. We chose to parametrize the solutions in
terms of the mass of the fermions and the charge of the scalar, for different values of
the scalar mass. We find that the compact star exists only in a certain region of this
parameter space, and on the boundary of this region it merges with the holographic
superconductor solution. Along this boundary, there is a continuous phase transition
between the superconductor phase and the compact star, across which the free energy
changes smoothly. Our results suggest also that, for a certain range of values of the
scalar mass, there could be another phase boundary between the electron star and
the compact star, around the point of onset of instability for the scalar around the
black hole, but we could not determine its presence with certainty with the limits of
our numerical accuracy.
We have to point out that while the transfer of charge from one subsystem to
another is perfectly natural and evident from the bulk point of view, it is not easy
to see or to interpret it in the boundary theory; the data that one reads off from
the asymptotic values of the fields at the boundary are only related to the total
charge of the system and the vev of the scalar condensate. In order to see the effect
on the Fermi surface one should consider the fluctuations of the fermions on the
background. We will leave this for future work, as well as considering the effects of
finite temperature.
The plan of the paper is as follows: in section 2 we review the solutions already
known - the planar AdS-RN black hole, the electron star and the holographic super-
conductor; in section 3 we define the model that we are solving (Einstein-Maxwell
+ charged fluid + charged massive scalar) and describe the procedure to find the
solutions, the asymptotic boundary conditions and the parameter space. In section
4 we give our results for the phase diagram as a function of the parameters. We
conclude in section 5 indicating open problems and directions for further work.
In the appendices, A contains details about the action and the equations of
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motion of the model, B contains the derivation of the thermodynamical quantities
and the verification that the first law is satisfied, C contains the study of the charged
scalar as a probe of the electron star, which was a prerequisite to the fully backreacted
system, and D presents some solutions in which the scalar field is dual to an irrelevant
operator in the UV.
While working on this paper we learned that another work strongly overlapping
with ours was in preparation [20].
2. Review of the charged zero-temperature solutions
We will consider zero-temperature gravitational solutions which share the following
two features:
• They are asymptotically AdS4
• They have zero temperature and finite electric charge.
There are different kinds of models in (3+1) dimensions which have appeared so far
and allow these solutions, and they are described generically from an action of the
form
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
1
2κ2
(
R +
6
L2
)
− 1
4e2
FabF
ab
]
+ Sbdr + Smatter , (2.1)
where κ is Newton’s constant, L is the asymptotic AdS4 length, and e the U(1)
coupling, and Sbdr represents collectively the Gibbons-Hawking term and the bound-
ary counterterms needed for holographic renormalization. From now on we will set
L = 1.
Without loss of generality, we will take the metric ds2 and Maxwell one-form A
to be
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + g(r)dr2 + 1
r2
(
dx2 + dy2
)
, A =
e
κ
h(r)dt , (2.2)
in which r = 0 is the AdS boundary. Any homogeneous and spatially isotropic
solution can be brought to this form by suitable diffeomorphisms and gauge trans-
formations.
The simplest model is the pure Einstein-Maxwell system, which admits charged
extremal black holes; adding charged matter leads to the Electron Star [5] (matter
is a charged fermionic fluid) and the Holographic Superconductors [2] (matter is a
charged scalar field with m2s < 0). Below, we review these three models. Introducing
more scalar fields can add features to these solutions, like partial fractionalization,
as seen for example in [6, 7, 19].
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2.1 Extremal Black Hole
Extremal Reissner-Nordstrom-AdS (ERN for short) black holes are solutions of the
pure Einstein-Maxwell theory with Smatter = 0. They are characterized by a single
parameter, i.e. their charge. The metric and electric potential are given by
f(r) =
1
r2
(
1−Mr3 + Q
2
2
r4
)
, g(r) =
1
r4f(r)
, h(r) = µ−Qr . (2.3)
The outside geometry extends from the boundary r = 0 to the outer horizon r+
where f = h = 0. The parameters M and Q are the mass and charge density of
the black hole, and µ can be thought of as a chemical potential. These quantities
correspond to the energy, charge density and chemical potential of the dual theory.
They are related to the outer horizon radius by
M =
4
r3+
, Q =
√
6
r2+
, µ =
√
6
r+
. (2.4)
Close to the horizon r+, f(r) vanishes quadratically,
f(r) ∼ 6
r4+
(r+ − r)2 , (2.5)
therefore the temperature of this solutions is zero. With the change of variables
ρ = (r2+/6)(r+ − r)−1, the near-horizon geometry becomes
ds2 ∼ 1
6ρ2
(−dt2 + dρ2)+ 1
r2+
(
dx2 + dy2
)
, h(r) ∼
√
6
r2+
(r+ − r) , (2.6)
that is, AdS2 ×R2, with the AdS2 radius given by 1/
√
6.
2.2 Electron Star
The electron star (ES) is obtained by coupling the Einstein-Maxwell system to bulk
charged fermions, of mass mf and charge qf , in the approximation that the fermionic
degrees of freedom can be described by a degenerate Fermi gas. Although one can
give a Lagrangian description of the fluid, for our purposes it would be sufficient to
introduce it in Einstein’s equations via its equilibrium stress-energy tensor, charac-
terized by energy density ρ(r) and pressure p(r), and its U(1) charge density σ(r).
These quantities are assumed to satisfy the chemical equilibrium equation of state of
a Fermi gas, with a density of states given by
n(E)
{
∝ E
√
E2 −m2f E > mf ,
= 0 0 < E < mf .
(2.7)
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The energy density ρ, charge density σ, and pressure p, are then given by
ρ(r) = β
∫ µl(r)
mf
s n(s) ds , σ(r) = β
∫ µl(r)
mf
n(s) ds , −p(r) = ρ(r)− µl(r)σ(r) ,
(2.8)
where µl(r) is the local chemical potential in the bulk, given by
µl(r) =
h√
f
, (2.9)
and β is a constant which together with mf is one of the parameters of the model.
The quantities appearing in eq. (2.7-2.9) are suitable dimensionless combinations
obtained by rescaling by appropriate powers of eL/κ. See [5] and Appendix A for
details. The definition (2.9) of the local chemical potential can be obtained by writing
the coupling between the charge density and the electromagnetic field in covariant
form, Lcoupling = √gAauaσ = √gµl(r)σ(r), and then specifying to the fluid rest
frame with ut =
√
f(r) and At = h(r).
The solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell system coupled to the fermion fluid, char-
acterized by non-zero fluid densities, exist only for 0 ≤ mf < 1, and are called
Electron Stars [5]; they have two regions separated by the star boundary rs, where
µl(rs) = mf , and where the fluid density vanishes
• Inner region (IR): The fluid density is non-zero only in the region r > rs, in
which µl(r) > mf . The inner region has a non-zero charge density, and extends
to r →∞ where the geometry is asymptotically Lifshitz,
f(r) ∼ 1
r2z
, g(r) ∼ g∞
r2
, h(r) ∼ h∞
rz
, (2.10)
in which the charge, energy density and chemical potential become constants,
and the scaling exponent z is fixed by the parameters of the model and is
related to the asymptotic local chemical potential by
h∞ =
√
z − 1
z
. (2.11)
• Outer region (UV): Outside the star boundary, i.e. for 0 < r < rs, the
solution is the RN extremal black hole described in the previous section, i.e.
eq. (2.3) with charge equal to the total charge of the star,
Q =
∫ ∞
rs
dr
√
g
r2
σ(r) . (2.12)
The boundary chemical potential µ is fixed by ensuring the continuity of the
solution at rs. Notice that this is not the same as the bulk chemical potential
h/
√
f , which vanishes as r close to the boundary.
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The electron star solution exists only in the range 0 ≤ mf < 1. As mf → 1−
the Lifshitz exponent z → +∞. It can be shown (see e.g. [21]) that in this
limit the metric develops an AdS2 × R2 horizon. Therefore, as mf → 1 the
compact star solution merges onto the extremal black hole solution.
2.3 Holographic Superconductor
The holographic superconductor (SC) is obtained as a solution of the Einstein-
Maxwell theory coupled to a charged scalar field, with action1
Sscalar = −1
2
∫
d4x
√−g [|∂aψ − iqAaψ|2 +m2s|ψ|2] , (2.13)
with charge q and mass squared m2s negative, and above the AdS4 BF bound ,
−9/4 < m2s < 0. The theory still admits the extremal charged black holes of Section
2.1, with trivial scalar. However if the effective mass of the scalar is lower than
the infrared AdS2 BF bound, one expects the scalar to condense [9]. This condition
corresponds to
m2s − q2
6
< −1/4 . (2.14)
The solution is again of the form (2.2), with the addition of a non-trivial scalar field
profile, ψ = ψ(r), which breaks the U(1) symmetry. These solutions are dual to a
superfluid (or superconducting) phase of the boundary theory. They were first found
at finite temperature, where it was shown that below a critical temperature Tc they
are favored with respect to the black hole solutions.
The zero-temperature limit of the superconductor was discussed in [12].
• In the UV, as r → 0 the solution approaches AdS4 as in (2.3), with in addition
a scalar field given by
ψ(r) ∼ ψ+r∆+ , ∆+ = 3
2
+
3
2
√
1 +
4m2s
9
. (2.15)
In this formula, ψ+ is (proportional to) the vacuum expectation value of the
charged boundary operator O dual to ψ, and it determines the charge and
chemical potential of the solution.
• In the IR, as r →∞, the solution is singular, and it behaves as follows:
f(r) ∼ 1
r2
, g(r) ∼ − 3
2m2s
1
r2 log r
,
h(r) ∼ h0rδ (log r)1/2 , ψ(r) ∼ 2 (log r)1/2 .
(2.16)
1Our conventions are adapted to match the electron star papers conventions [5]. In order to
recover the holographic superconductor conventions of e.g. [9] and [12] one must rescale Aa →
(1/
√
2)Aa and q →
√
2 q.
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The parameter h0 has to be fixed in the UV in order to set to zero the leading
scalar field asymptotic solution ψ− ∼ r∆− . The exponent δ in (2.16) is given
by
δ =
1
2
− 1
2
(
1− 24q
2
m2s
)1/2
. (2.17)
This is an asymptotic solution as r →∞ only if δ < −1. This means that this
solution exists only if
q2 > −m2s/3. (2.18)
3. Dressing the Electron Star
The model that will be at the center of our study combines the elements described
in the previous section. We consider now Einstein-Maxwell theory coupled to both a
charged scalar, with mass square m2s and charge q, and a fluid made out of charged
fermions of mass mf . For convenience we set the charge of the fermions to one. The
action is given by eq. (2.1), with the matter content given by the scalar field action
(2.13) plus the fluid. Rather than writing the fluid action, we insert its stress tensor
and current density in Einstein and Maxwell equations. The relevant parameters are
then (after we scale out appropriately the quantity e/κ)
scalar: (q,ms), fluid: (mf , β). (3.1)
The details about the definition of the model and its parameters are given in Ap-
pendix A. We restrict to the case 0 > m2s > −9/4 (i.e. ψ is dual to a relevant
operator on the field theory side) but for now we don’t impose any condition on the
other parameters. The sign of the scalar charge turns out to be irrelevant. Notice
that there is no direct coupling between the fluid and the scalar field, nor are we
including a scalar potential.
We will look for fully backreacted solutions, with contributions to the metric
from both the scalar field and the fluid. The field equations are written explicitly in
A.
First, one can consider the scalar field in the probe approximation on top of
the electron star background. The analysis is carried out in Appendix C, where we
conclude that form2s < 0, if the mass is below a certain critical mass (corresponding to
the Lifshitz BF bound) the scalar field develops a tachyonic instability and condenses.
Above this bound, the solution that is normalizable in the UV will generically go to
a non-normalizable one in the IR and so the condensation is not expected. In the
same way, for fixed m2s, there is a critical value of q above which the condensation
occurs, just as for the black hole as discussed in eq. (2.14). However the effect of the
backreaction can change this conclusion, as we will see.
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Next, we turn to looking for solutions of the full system. We search for homoge-
nous, time-independent configurations which preserve the rotational symmetry in the
(x, y) plane. The most general solution has the form
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + g(r)dr2 + 1
r2
(
dx2 + dy2
)
,
A = h(r)dt, ψ = ψ(r), ρ = ρ(r), σ = σ(r).
(3.2)
Since the fluid densities are fixed in terms of the local chemical potential µl(r) =
h/
√
f by (2.8), they do not constitute independent unknowns, and the independent
functions to solve for are g(r), f(r), h(r), ψ(r). In what follows, we denote with a
prime the derivatives with respect to the radial coordinate r.
First, consider the r-component of Maxwell equations:
q(ψ¯ψ′ − ψψ¯′) = 0 . (3.3)
This implies that when the scalar condenses, the phase of ψ is constant, and we can
fix it to zero in the whole solution by a global U(1) transformation. ψ(r) can be now
considered as a real field.
The other equations of motion are
ψ′′ +
(
f ′
2f
− g
′
2g
− 2
r
)
ψ′ + g
(
q2h2
f
−m2
)
ψ = 0 (3.4a)
h′′ − 1
2
(
f ′
f
+
g′
g
+
4
r
)
h′ − g
(√
fσ + q2h|ψ|2
)
= 0 (3.4b)
g′ +
(
5
r
+
rh′2
2f
+
r
2
|ψ′|2
)
g +
[
r
2
(
q2h2
f
+m2
)
|ψ|2 + r(ρ− 3)
]
g2 = 0 (3.4c)
f ′ +
[
rg(p+ 3)− 1
r
+
1
2
r|ψ′|2 + r
2
g
(
q2h2
f
−m2
)
|ψ|2
]
f − 1
2
rh′2 = 0 (3.4d)
where the fluid functions p(r), σ(r) and ρ(r) are given as functions of µl = h/
√
f
by (2.8). We now discuss the universal UV asymptotic behavior of the solution, and
more interestingly, the different possible IR solutions.
3.1 UV asymptotics
In the UV the metric should be asymptotically AdS4:
r → 0 : f(r) ∼ g(r) ∼ 1
r2
, h(r) ∼ µ−Qr . (3.5)
Notice that, for any asymptotically AdS4 solution, the local chemical potential van-
ishes close to the boundary as
µl ∼ µr, r → 0. (3.6)
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Therefore, for any finite mf , the fluid will reach zero density at a finite radius rs,
defined by
mf = µl(rs). (3.7)
Between rs and the UV boundary, only the scalar and gauge fields will be non-trivial,
and the UV asymptotic solution will know nothing about the star, except that its
charge will contribute to the electric flux.
Close to the boundary, in general the scalar will be characterized by two real
parameters ψ− and ψ+, representing the source and the expectation value of the
corresponding field theory operator:
ψ(r) ∼ ψ−r(3−∆) + ψ+r∆, ∆ = 3
2
(
1 +
√
1 +
4m2s
9
)
. (3.8)
We take m2s < 0, i.e. ∆ < 3, so that the dual operator is relevant, and its condensa-
tion will drive the theory away from the UV fixed point. Also, we are interested in
the case where the breaking of U(1) is spontaneous, i.e. in our solution we impose
the condition
ψ− = 0. (3.9)
This will fix one of the non-trivial integration constants of the system.
It is useful to have a handle of the asymptotics of the metric and gauge field
beyond the leading order (3.5), in particular to understand the corrections due to
the condensate. At ψ− = 0 we know the exact solution, i.e. the extremal Reissner-
Nordstrom geometry (2.3)2. If we turn on a condensate, this will backreact on the
solution, but since we are taking the scalar field to be a purely normalizable mode as
r → 0, we can compute the backreaction perturbatively in eq. (3.4). The resulting
deformed UV solution with the condensate turned on behaves, as r → 0, as
f(r) =
1
r2
(
1−Mr3 + Q
2
2
r4 + . . .
)
,
g(r) =
1
r4f(r)
(
1− ∆
2
ψ2+r
2∆ + . . .
)
,
h(r) = µ−Qr + µ q
2ψ2+
2∆(2∆− 1)r
2∆ + . . . ,
ψ(r) = ψ+r
∆ + . . . ,
(3.10)
where the dots denote terms which are subleading with respect to those we have
included, and whose exact order is unimportant.
Equations (3.10) solve the field equations for arbitrary values of µ,M,Q, ψ+.
Remarkably, f(r) receives no corrections to leading order, and h(r) and the relation
between g(r) and f(r) are corrected only by terms which are subleading with respect
2Even if a star is present in the bulk, this solution is still exact in the exterior UV region.
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to all terms appearing in the exact black hole solution (2.3). This means that the
the condensate enters into the metric and gauge field at subleading order in r → 0
with respect to the charge and mass parameters of the solution.
3.2 The Compact Star solution
Given that the UV is fixed to be AdS4, there are four branches of solutions. We denote
the total charge by Q, and the scalar and fluid charges by Qs and Qf respectively.
First of all, notice that all three possibilities reviewed in Section 2 are also solu-
tions of the general model:
1. ERN: The Extremal Reissner-Nordstrom black hole is a solution with ψ = 0
and σ = ρ = 0. The IR geometry is given in eq (2.6) The electric charge is all
inside the horizon, Qs = Qf = 0, corresponding to a completely fractionalized
phase.
2. ES: The Electron Star is found by setting ψ = 0 but matching the RN exterior
to a solution with non-vanishing fluid density at the point where h/
√
f = mf ,
and continuing it inward towards an asymptotically Lifshitz metric, eq. (2.10).
The charge is all in the fermion fluid, Q = Qf , Qs = 0 .
3. SC: The Holographic Superconductor is obtained by setting σ = ρ = 0 but
allowing ψ 6= 0. The IR geometry is given in (2.16). In this case, the charge is
all in the condensate, Q = Qs, Qf = 0.
In addition to these known branches, a new solution is now possible, with the
same IR asymptotics as the SC solution:
4. Compact Star (CS): This solution corresponds to a fluid density confined
in a shell r2 < r < r1, and with a non-zero scalar condensate. The IR geometry
is the same as for the superconductor solution, i.e. eq. (2.16).
To see how this solution can arise, notice that in the SC solution, the local chemical
potential h/
√
f vanishes both in the UV and in the IR, as can be seen from eq. (3.6)
and (2.16). µl(r) has a maximum, and if its maximum value happens to be larger
than mf , there are two solutions r1 and r2 to the eq. (3.7) defining the star boundary.
Thus, we can start from the IR with an SC solution. The local chemical potential
will increase towards the UV and then at the point r1 we can match the solution
with an interior with non-trivial density. The density will reach a maximum, then
decrease again until it becomes zero at r2. At this point, the solution is matched
with a new SC solution up to the UV boundary.
This situation is displayed in Figures 1 and 2, where we show the local chemical
potential profile of some typical solutions (found numerically), the compact star
density profiles and the values of the scalar field.
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Figure 1: Profile of (a) the local chemical potential and (b) the charge density for different
solutions of the compact electron star, with fixed mf = 0.5 and β = 1, built starting from
the superconductor solution. The star is confined to the region where µl(r) > mf .
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Figure 2: Profile of the condensate of the scalar field in the bulk in the compact star over
its value in the holographic superconductor for different values of the scalar field charge q.
In this solution, the charge is shared between the scalar condensate and the fluid,
Q = Qs +Qf , with both components non-vanishing. The phases ES, SC and CS are
all cohesive (in the dual language), since for these solutions the electric flux vanishes
at infinity in the IR, so the charge in entirely in the bulk degrees of freedom.
The compact star exists under the condition
mf < µmax(q,ms) , (3.11)
where µmax(q,ms) is the maximum value for a given SC solution with parameters
(q,ms). This condition is independent of the total charge Q of the solution as will
become clear in the next section. It is very hard to have an analytic handle of the
condition (3.11) as a function of the parameters. Finding the solutions numerically
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and scanning the parameter space, we have found the region of existence of the
compact star, displayed in Figure 3. The curve should extend to the point q = qmin
with q2min ≡ −m2s/3. Below this point the IR geometry in (2.16) is not correct.
However the numerics become very hard to control for values of q2 smaller than
unity. Also, we have found that µmax is always smaller than one, thus when the
compact star exists, it must have mf < 1, just as for the unbounded star.
Figures 4 show the ratio between the scalar condensate ψ+ ∝ 〈O〉 in the super-
conductor vs. the compact star solutions as functions of q and mf . The presence of
the star appears to increase the condensate from the SC value.
3.3 Solution-generating symmetries and physical parameters
Having found four different branches, it is important to understand what controls
the solutions on a given branch, once the parameters in the Lagrangian are fixed.
To understand this issue, we need to count the possible deformations of the system
(in particular, its IR geometry) and put them in relation with physical parameters
distinguishing one solution from the other in the same branch.
In this regard, it is useful to notice the existence of two independent symmetries
of the field equations:
(r, x, y)→ a(r, x, y) , f → a−2f , g → a−2g , h→ a−1h , (3.12a)
f → b−2f , h→ b−1h . (3.12b)
Notice that these are not symmetries of the ansatz (3.2): the metric and gauge field
are not invariant, and we cannot undo the transformation by a time diffeomorphism.
Rather, (3.12) are solution-generating symmetries, which take one solution to a phys-
ically different one (e.g. with different mass and charge).
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Figure 3: Maximum local chemical potential µmax reached in the superconductor solution,
as a function of q, for (a) m2s = −2 and (b) m2s = −3/4. The compact star solutions exist
in the region below the curve connecting the data points.
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Figure 4: Ratio of the condensate in the compact star solution over its value in the
holographic superconductor for the same parameters.
Extremal RN branch
First let us consider the ERN branch: in this case, clearly the only parameter of the
solution (if we want to remain at extremality) is r+, or equivalently the chemical
potential. Changing r+ → r+/λ will scale the mass, chemical potential and charge
by
(µ,Q,M)→ (λµ, λ2Q, λ3M). (3.13)
This operation can be achieved by performing two consecutive transformations of the
type (3.12), with a = λ−1 and b = λ. Thus, we can generate by simple scaling all
extremal black hole solutions with different charges. Although this is not obvious, it
turns out that the same is possible for all other branches as well.
Electron Star branch
In this case, the parameters mf and β fully specify the Lifshitz exponent and the
coefficients of the asymptotic geometry (2.10). As discussed in [5], the solution admits
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a single UV-relevant deformation, parametrized by the coefficient f1:
f =
1
r2z
(1 + f1r
α + . . . ) , g =
g∞
r2
(1 + g1r
α + . . . ) ,
h =
h∞
rz
(1 + h1r
α + . . . ) ,
(3.14)
where α is determined by the parameters, and g1 and h1 are functions of f1. There
are no other deformations: they either destroy the UV geometry, or introduce a tem-
perature. Thus, changing f1 can only generate different star solutions with different
charges.
However, changing f1 can be also achieved by a symmetry transformation of the
kind (3.12a) , followed by one of the kind (3.12b) to restore the right normalization of
the leading term of f(r) in the UV, i.e. to ensure that f ∼ 1/r2 as r → 0. Thus, stars
with different charge and chemical potentials are connected by the symmetry trans-
formations, which imply simple scaling transformations like (3.13) on the parameters
of the solutions.
Superconductor and Compact Star branch
The same considerations apply to the superconductor and the compact star, which
can be discussed together since they have the same IR asymptotics. In eq. (2.16)
the parameter h0 is not free, because it has to be fixed in such a way that the source
term in the UV expansion of the scalar field vanishes. We can identify a deformation
parameter by noticing that replacing
log r → log r/r0 (3.15)
for an arbitrary r0, eq. (2.16) are still an asymptotic solution for large r. Thus, we
can change r0 to obtain different solutions in this branch. On the other hand, we
can remove r0 by a combination of the symmetries (3.12) which involves a rescaling
r → r/λ. As it is clear from the UV asymptotics (3.10), the new solution will be
related to the old one, up to subleading corrections, by a simple scaling of the mass,
charge, chemical potential and value of the condensate:
(µ,Q,M,ψ+)→ (λµ, λ2Q, λ3M, λ∆ψ+) . (3.16)
The conclusion of this subsection is that, on each branch, the transformations (3.12)
connect solutions with different values of the charge and chemical potential, and
these will obey simple scaling relations as (3.13).
4. Free energy and the phase diagrams
In the holographic dictionary, the free energy of a state corresponding to a gravita-
tional solution is computed by the on-shell action of that solution. At zero temper-
ature, the only parameter is the chemical potential, so we want to obtain the free
energy as a function of µ in the grand canonical ensemble.
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For all solutions, the on-shell action per unit boundary 2d volume S, mass density
M and charge density Q of the solution correspond to the free energy per unit
volume F , energy density and charge density on the boundary side respectively, and
as we have seen in Section 3.3, the solutions on each branch depend on a single
parameter. In the grand canonical ensemble the independent parameter is taken to
be the chemical potential µ. The thermodynamic quantities are related by the first
law
F (µ) = E(µ)− µQ(µ). (4.1)
We can check the validity of eq. (4.1) by computing separately the on-shell action,
ADM mass and total electric flux of the solution in each of the four branches we
are considering. The calculation is described in Appendix B. In fact, once these
quantities are written as UV boundary terms, the calculation reduces to the case of
the extremal black hole, where the solution is exactly given by (2.3) : the reason
is that both the star and the condensate deform the solution in the UV only by
terms which are subleading, and do not contribute at all to any of the quantities in
eq. (4.1): for the star, this is obvious since the exterior solution coincides with the
extremal black hole; for the condensate and the compact star, this is a consequence
of the asymptotic behavior (3.10) and in particular the fact that f(r) and h(r) are
unchanged to the order that gives finite contributions to eq. (4.1).
Next, we must determine the equation of state of the solutions, i.e. the functional
relation between Q and µ. Due to the simple scaling relating the solution on any
branch, see eq. (3.13) and (3.16), the relation between the charge and the chemical
potential is always quadratic, with the only unknown being the coefficient:
Qi(µ) = ciµ
2, i = 1 . . . 4 , (4.2)
where i labels the various branches.
In a grand-canonical ensemble, at zero temperature, we have the thermodynamic
relation
Q = −dF
dµ
. (4.3)
By integration, and by fixing the zero charge solution to have zero free energy (it is
in all cases the pure AdS4 solution), we obtain the simple conformal result for the
free energy on each branch:
Fi(µ) = −1
3
ciµ
3 . (4.4)
Inserting again eq. (4.4) into the first law leads to E = −2F , i.e. a conformal equation
of state, no matter on which branch we are. This can be checked independently by
computing the holographic stress tensor and verifying that it is traceless. This is
also done in Appendix B, where we find that indeed the renormalized holographic
stress tensor is traceless, which justify the use of (4.3) to compute the free energy as
a function of µ. Again, the computation reduces to the computation in the extremal
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black hole, as the deformations caused by the star and the condensate do not change
any of the leading terms in f(r) and g(r) giving a finite contribution at the UV
boundary r → 0.
The coefficients ci are features of each branch, and depend only on the parameters
of the model, and not on the charge of the solution. Thus, the phase diagram as a
function of µ, or Q, is trivial: a solution which is favored for one value of µ, will be
favored for all values. Which branch has the largest free energy is decided only by
value of the coefficients ci.
For the extremal black hole, the coefficient can be extracted from eq. (2.4),
cERN =
1√
6
, (4.5)
but for the other branches it must be computed numerically.
In order to compare the different branches, the solutions have to be found nu-
merically. We used a numerical procedure based on Mathematica NDSolve, shooting
from the IR at a large cut-off, where we impose the right IR asymptotics, and then
matching the solution to its correct UV behavior (normalization, absence of sources).
In the solution involving the fluid, we impose continuity of the functions and their
derivative at the star boundaries.
We checked the relation (4.2) numerically on the various branches, and we found
it is obeyed with great accuracy on a large range of values of µ and Q. This both
confirms the validity of (4.2), and constitutes a check of our numerical procedure.
We can then describe our results for the phase diagram of the system. To reit-
erate, there are 4 solutions:
1. the black hole, that exists for all values of the parameters;
2. the electron star that exists for mf < 1;
3. the superconductor, that exists in the region given by (2.14);
4. the compact star, that exists in the region (3.11).
In addition to these constraints, we must stress that for q2 < |m2s|/3 but m2s − q2 <
−3/2, although a non-trivial solution for the superconductor (and thus also for the
compact star) should exist, its form is not known at present. Thus, this region will
be outside the reach of our investigation.
We computed numerically the free energy as a function of q and mf , for m
2
s = −2
and m2s = −3/4. The resulting curves are displayed in Figure 5 and 6.
We found that the compact star solution is the favored solution in the region
where it exists. There is a crossing of the SC and ES branches but, as far as we could
determine, it is always in the region where the CS solution is favored so it does not
correspond to a phase transition.
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Figure 5: Free energy (normalized to the chemical potential) of the four competing so-
lution, for fixed scalar mass m2s = −2. The lines interpolating the data points are drawn
for visual aid. In (a) and (b) F is plotted as a function of q for two fixed values of the
fermionic mass mf . The superconductor and the compact star solution are unknown for
q < qmin, whereas the electron star and the black hole continue past this point. In (c) and
(d) it is a function of mf for two fixed values of the scalar field charge . The compact star
solution exists only for mf < µmax, where it merges with the superconductor solution. The
electron star merges with the black hole solution as mf → 1.
There is instead a phase transition at the point where the CS branch ceases to
exist and it connects to the SC solution (at q = qc for fixed mf ). The transition
appears to be of continuous type as a function of both mf and q, as can be seen from
the figures. This is natural to expect if, as it seems to be the case, the compact star
starts dominating at the point where it is allowed as a solution, i.e. on the curve
µmax = mf , where it has the same free energy as the pure superconductor solution.
As a result we obtain the phase diagram of the system shown in Figure 7 again for
the cases m2s = −2 and m2s = −3/4.
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Figure 6: Free energy (normalized to the chemical potential) of the four competing solu-
tion, for fixed scalar mass m2s = −3/4, (a) as a function of q for a fixed value of mf , (b) as
a function of mf for a fixed value of q. The lines are again merely for visual aid.
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Figure 7: Phase diagram showing the transition between the SC and the CS solutions.
As we have mentioned earlier, the branches with non-zero condensate are known
only for q2 > −m2s/3, and this is the range in which our ansatz gives a solution.
For smaller values of q the ES and ERN solutions are unstable so there should
be other solutions with non-zero condensate but they are not known at present,
so we cannot draw conclusions about the phase diagram but we can make some
conjectures. In [12] two putative additional branches of solutions with condensate
were found in the region 0 < q2 < −2m2s/5 but they were not able to determine
whether these solutions have free tunable parameters to allow them to connect to the
UV asymptotics. At any rate one of the two branches seemed to connect smoothly
onto the region q2 > −m2s/3. Another source of uncertainty is that our level of
numerical precision does not allow us to determine whether the SC matches the BH
solution precisely at the boundary of this region. So we are left with the following
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possibilities:
1) the SC branch connects smoothly at qmin onto another branch that extends
to q → 0 and dominates over the ERN solution everywhere; 2) the SC branch stops
at some point (perhaps not equal to qmin), and there are two other branches going
down to q = 0; this implies that there should be another phase transition, probably
of first order, between two different types of superconductors. The same should be
true regarding the fate of the compact star vs. the electron star. It would be very
interesting to find solutions in the region q2 < −m2s/3 in order to settle the issue.
In Figures 6 and 7 we have also marked the point q = qst where the scalar mode
around the ERN becomes unstable, determined by eq. (2.14); for m2s > −9/8 (and so
in particular for the case we analyze m2s = −3/4) one finds that qst > qmin. The plot
indicates that the CS solution is crossing the ES around that point but we cannot
determine if there is really a crossing point before reaching qmin. If there is one
between qmin and qst then there is another phase transition between CS and ES; if
moreover the crossing happens for q > qst then there would be a region where neither
the ES nor the CS is the dominant solution. We hope to return to this question in
the future with improved accuracy.
5. Discussion
We have found new solutions, that we called Compact Stars, in which the charged
matter sourcing the geometry includes a fermionic fluid and a scalar with non-
vanishing condensate. We have characterized this solution with respect to the other
known ones with the same asymptotics and found the phase diagram. We could
determine the boundary between the CS and the SC phase. Within the limits of our
numerical accuracy we could not definitely rule out the presence of other boundaries
though we suspect the presence of another one between the CS and the ES.
We conclude by pointing out some open questions that would be interesting to
investigate in the future.
Regarding the solutions that we have found, we would like to be able to deter-
mine the order of the phase transition; perhaps this could be done analytically with
arguments along the lines of those presented in [22]. We should consider fluctuations
of the gauge field, in order to determine the conductivity, and of probe fermions,
in order to detect the Fermi surface and explicitly show how it is affected by the
fractionalization. In general we would like to have a better understanding of the
significance of the transition from the boundary theory point of view.
A natural extension would be to consider the phase diagram with more param-
eters (e.g. temperature, magnetic field); one could also add angular momentum if
the space is asymptotically global AdS [23]. Probably the most interesting direction
is to try and find solutions with non-vanishing condensate at small q2 in order to
ascertain the true phase of the system in that region.
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Physically we expect also that the fluid, being ultimately composed of charged
elementary fermions, could also have direct coupling to the boson, and not only via
exchange of photons. If one does not want to leave the fluid approximation, the
simplest possibility would be a current-current interaction.
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A. Action, field equations, conventions
In this appendix we give some of the details about the action, field equations and
parameters of the model under consideration, and about how our conventions are
related to those found in the literature. We take the signature of the metric to
be (−,+,+,+). Our conventions match those of the electron star paper [5], and
differ by those of the zero-temperature superconductor paper [12] by the relative
normalization of the gauge field with respect to the Einstein and Scalar sectors. To
switch to the notation of [12] one has to redefine: Aa → (1/
√
2)Aa and q →
√
2 q.
The model consists of two sectors:
1. The Einstein-Maxwell system coupled to a charged scalar, described by the
action
S =
∫
d4x
√−g (LEins. + LMxwl. + Lscalar) (A.1)
where
LEins. = 1
2κ2
(
R +
6
L2
)
, LMxwl. = − 1
4e2
FabF
ab , (A.2)
and
Lscalar = −1
2
(|∇ψ − iqAψ|2 +m2s|ψ|2) . (A.3)
The stress tensors of the scalar and gauge field are defined by
Tmatterab ≡ −
2√−g
δSmatter
δgab
. (A.4)
Specifically, we have
TMxwl.ab =
1
e2
(
FacF
c
b −
1
4
gabFcdF
cd
)
, (A.5)
T scalarab =
1
2
(
gcag
d
b + g
c
bg
d
a − gabgcd
)
(∇cψ − iqAcψ) (∇dψ∗ + iqAdψ∗)
− 1
2
m2sgabψψ
∗ . (A.6)
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The electromagnetic current of the scalar field is given by
J bscalar = −i
q
2
gab [ψ∗ (∇a − iqAa)ψ − ψ (∇a + iqAa)ψ∗] . (A.7)
2. The fermionic fluid, described by the local equilibrium, zero-temperature equa-
tion of state (in the grand-canonical ensemble)
p(µ) = −ρ(µ) + µσ(µ), (A.8)
with the energy density ρ and charge density σ given by
ρ(µ) = β
∫ µ
mf
d 2
√
2 −m2f , σ(µ) = qfβ
∫ µ
mf
d 
√
2 −m2f . (A.9)
where mf and qf are the elementary fermion mass and charge, and β is a
phenomenological parameter which depends on the microscopic details of the
fluid. In the geometry, the fluid will feel the local chemical potential µ→ µl(r).
The fluid is coupled to the metric and Maxwell field via its stress tensor and
current density, defined by
T fluidab = (ρ+ p)uaub + pgab, J
a
fluid = σu
a , (A.10)
where ub is the fluid velocity field, constraint to obey
uaua = −1. (A.11)
The local chemical potential is related to the gauge field by
µl = qf u
aAa . (A.12)
This is a choice for the model, since we could in principle allow for a non-zero
“intrinsic” chemical potential. Concerning this point, see the discussion in [5].
Einstein’s equations, Maxwell’s equations, and the scalar field equation are, respec-
tively
Rab − 1
2
gabR− 3
L2
gab = κ
2
(
TMxwl.ab + T
fluid
ab + T
scalar
ab
)
, (A.13)
− (∇a − iqAa)(∇a − iqAa)ψ +m2sψ = 0 , (A.14)
∇aF ba = e2
(
J bfluid + J
b
scalar
)
. (A.15)
We will restrict to the static and spatially isotropic ansatz
ds2 = L2
[
−f(r)dt2 + g(r)dr2 + 1
r2
(
dx2 + dy2
)]
,
A =
eL
κ
h(r)dt , ψ = ψ(r), ua = (ut, 0, 0, 0).
(A.16)
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The non-zero component of the fluid velocity is, by eq. (A.11), ut = 1/(L
√
f). The
local chemical potential is given by
µl = qfu
aAa = qf
e
κ
h√
f
. (A.17)
Also, in order to simplify the notation and to reduce the number of parameters,
following [5] we perform the following parameter and field redefinitions:
mˆs = msL, µˆl =
κ
e
µl, βˆ =
e4L2
κ2
β, mˆf =
κ
e
mf . (A.18)
The local chemical potential and equation of state become simply
µˆl =
h√
f
, pˆ = −ρˆ+ h√
f
σˆ , (A.19)
where pˆ, ρˆ, σˆ are defined as in eq. (A.9), but with hatted quantities replacing every-
where the original parameters. Finally, for simplicity we set the elementary fermion
charge and the UV AdS4 length to one,
qf = 1, L = 1. (A.20)
With the ansatz (A.16) and these field and parameters redefinitions, the field
equations reduce to the system (3.4). In those equations, and in the rest of the
article, we have removed the hats from the rescaled fields to simplify the notation.
B. First law and equation of state
We will show the validity of the first law of thermodynamics for the backgrounds
under consideration. We need to compute the on-shell action, that gives the free
energy of the theory, the energy and the charge.
The on-shell action can be shown, using the equations of motion (3.4), to reduce
to a total derivative:
√−gLon−shell = ∂r
(
2hh′ − f ′
2
√
r4fg
)
. (B.1)
The renormalized action is the on-shell action supplemented by the Gibbons-Hawking
and counterterms √−gLon−shell − LGH − 2Lct , (B.2)
with
LGH =
√−γ K = f
′
2
√
r4fg
− 2
r3
√
f
g
,
Lct =
√−γ =
√
f
r2
.
(B.3)
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where K is the extrinsic curvature and γ the induced metric on the hypersurface
of constant r. One can easily check, plugging in the asymptotics in (3.10) that the
on-shell action reduces to M − µQ.
The renormalized boundary stress-energy tensor can similarly be computed:
T ba =
√−γ (Kba − (K + 2)δba) , (B.4a)
T 00 =
√
f
r2
(
2
√
f
r3
√
g
− 2
)
, (B.4b)
T ii =
√
f
r2
(
1
r
√
g
− f
′
2f
√
g
− 2
)
, (B.4c)
and one can check that T 00 = M , so that the parameter M in the solution can be
identified with the energy, and T aa = 0, so the equation of state is that of a conformal
theory.
C. Probe scalar field on electron star background
In this Appendix we study the condensation of the charged scalar field of negative
mass squared as a probe field on the background of the electron star model at zero
temperature.
C.1 IR asymptotics
The electron star solution in the IR has Lifshitz geometry
f(r) =
1
r2z
, g(r) =
g∞
r2
, h(r) =
h∞
rz
, (C.1)
where
h2∞ = (z − 1)/z , g2∞ =
36(z − 1)z4
[(1−m2f )z − 1]3β2
. (C.2)
The asymptotic solution for ψ on this background is
ψ ∼ A− r∆IR + A+ r(z+2)−∆IR , r →∞ , (C.3)
where
∆IR =
1
2
[
(z + 2)−
√
(z + 2)2 − 4g∞(h2∞q2 −m2s)
]
. (C.4)
At infinity, the second term is dominant.
C.2 UV asymptotics
Outside the star, the solution is RN-AdS black hole. Asymptotically close to the UV
boundary, ψ behaves like
ψ ∼ B− r3−∆UV +B+ r∆UV , r → 0 , (C.5)
where
∆UV =
3
2
+
√
9
4
+m2s . (C.6)
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Figure 8: Phase diagram for the probe scalar field at fixed electron star parameters z and
β. The red line has equation m2c = m
2
s. For m
2
c > 0, the scalar field condenses in the IR
for any m2s < 0 above the BF bound.
C.3 Condensation
We look for solutions for which the scalar field is above the BF bound in the UV but
below the BF bound in the IR so that the IR solution leads to an instability and the
condensation of the scalar field. Condensation occurs if
−9
4
< m2s < 0 ,
m2s < m
2
c , m
2
c ≡ −
(z + 2)2
4g∞
+ h2∞q
2 .
(C.7)
At zero charge, q = 0, since z > 1 and g∞ > 1 this is equivalent to have the following
condition on IR parameters [19]
−9
4
< m2s < −
(z + 2)2
4g∞
. (C.8)
Let us look at the non-zero charge case. The IR dimension (C.4) can be rewritten as
∆IR =
1
2
[
(z + 2)− 2√g∞
√
m2s −m2c
]
. (C.9)
The phase diagram for the condensation of the probe scalar field is given in Fig. 8.
At fixed m2s we can draw the phase boundary as a curve in the (q,mf ) plane, as
shown in Figure 9. Comparing this to the backreacted phase diagram of Figure 7
we notice that the two are not identical: when the probe approximation predicts the
condensation, there is a CS solution, however there are also regions where the CS
exists even though the ES is perturbatively stable, so the probe approximation can
not reliably predict the phase boundary.
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Figure 9: The boundary of the stability region for the scalar in the ES background.
D. Irrelevant operators and IR Lifshitz solutions
So far, we have investigated models in which the scalar field mass squared is negative,
i.e. the dual boundary operator is a relevant one. Here, we briefly investigate the
infrared geometry of the solutions in the case m2s > 0, in particular the interaction
between the formation of the electron star and the condensation of the scalar field.
We concentrate in particular on Lifshitz IR geometries, with the metric and
gauge field coefficients of (2.2) of the form
f =
1
r2z
, g =
g0
r2
, h =
h0
rz
, r →∞, (D.1)
where f0, g0, h0 are positive constants and z > 2, and with asymptotically constant
values of the scalar condensate and of the fluid charged density,
ψ(r) ∼ ψ0, σ(r) ∼ σ0, r →∞. (D.2)
These geometries arise both from m2s > 0 charged scalar in the absence of the
fluid, and as the IR geometry of the electron star with trivial condensate. In addition,
we have found solutions with both fluid and scalar condensate turned on. It is useful
to rescale the scalar field by
ψ → ψ˜ = qψ . (D.3)
After this rescaling, the ansatz (D.1,D.2) is a solution of the system (3.4) provided
the constants satisfy the system:
h0 =
√
z − 1
z
, (D.4a)
g0 =
2z
√
z − 1√
zσ0 +
√
z − 1ψ˜20
, (D.4b)
ψ˜0 =
(
z
z − 1
)1/4 ∣∣∣∣∣4
√
z
√
z − 1(3 + p0)− (z + 1)(z + 2)σ0
2zm
2
s
q2
+ (4 + z + z2)
∣∣∣∣∣
1/2
. (D.4c)
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together with the constraint
(m2s − q2µ20)ψ˜0 = 0 . (D.5)
Notice that after the rescaling (D.3) the system depends only on the ratio ms/q,
and not on ms or q independently.
There are three different possibilities:
1. Star only: If the scalar field does not condense, Einstein-Maxwell equations
impose the constraint
4
√
z
√
z − 1(3 + p0)− (z + 1)(z + 2)σ0 = 0 , ψ˜0 = 0 , (D.6)
which gives a non-trivial relation between z and the fluid parameters mf and
β. This is the zero temperature electron star solution [5].
2. Condensate only: If the scalar field condenses, the constraint (D.5) implies
that m2s > 0 since q
2µ20 > 0, and the local chemical potential and dynamical
exponents are
µ0 =
ms
|q| , z =
1
1−m2s/q2
. (D.7)
When there is no star, i.e. σ0 = p0 = 0, the condensate is given by
ψ˜0 =
2
√
3z√
(z + 1)(z + 2)
. (D.8)
This is the solution found in [12].
3. Coexistence phase: The star and the condensate can coexist. In this case,
eq. (D.5) for ψ˜0 6= 0 implies that the chemical potential is again µ0 = ms/|q|,
related to the dynamical exponent by (D.4a). The precise value of the conden-
sate is given in terms of mf , β and ms/q by eq. (D.4c).
The space of solutions is depicted in Fig. 10, where we display ψ˜0 as a function
of µ0 for mf = 0.36 and β = 20. Notice that for µ0 < mf the star cannot form, and
only the solution with the condensate alone exists. At µ0 = mf the star can start
forming, so we have two branches. The special point µ0 = µ
∗, which coincides with
the vanishing of the right hand side of (D.4c), admits both a pure star and a pure
condensate with the same Lifshitz exponent.
Although the phase structure of these solutions is interesting, one does not expect
that these IR Lifshitz solutions will connect to the UV asymptotically AdS4 space:
the squared mass of the scalar field is positive, and the operator dual to the scalar
field is an irrelevant operator in the UV. Thus, it is unlikely that one could find an
RG flow from a UV AdS region to these IR solutions.
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Figure 10: The condensate ψ˜0 as a function of µ0 = ms/|q| for the Lifshitz solution at
mf = 0.36 and β = 20. The blue and red lines represent the condensate with and without
the star respectively. When there is no star forming, for µ0 = 1, which corresponds to
z =∞, the condensate vanishes while it tends to a constant for µ0 = 0 (z → 1). When the
star forms for µ0 > mf , there is a particular point µ0 = µ
∗ where the condensate vanishes.
At this point, we recover the electron star solution.
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